4. TROLL DEN

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1. Tie the end of the wool to

2. Add different colours up the

Whilst out for a walk collect
some sticks a similar size and
interesting shapes.

one end of the stick and wrap
round and round.

length of the stick until it looks
like a wooly rainbow!

3. You can weave wool in a

4. Use your “Raft & Stick” Knot

5. Decorate your den lengths

figure of eight between the V
shape on a stick.

to tie your sticks together at the
top to make a teepee-shaped
Troll Den.

of your finger knitting or
leaves from your nature table.
Make it as big and colourful
as you can and enjoy it with
your TROLL!

Visit Tea Dance For Little People Youtube channel for TROLL stories, songs and dancing
Follow #Mix&MatchMondays for weekly challenges

5. TROLL RAFT

WHAT YOU WILL NEED:

1. Wrap the middle of the

2. Repeat this down each of

Collect 10 twigs and sticks that
are all roughly the same size
and diameter. Lay 8 of them out
flat.

string around the centre of the
top twig and tie in a double
knot. Attach the second twig
and knot to secure. Repeat this
down all the twigs until they
are joined together.

the 2 sides so 3 rows of knots
hold the raft firmly flat and
together.

3. On the underside of the raft,

4. Use your “Raft & Stick Knot”

5. Turn the raft over and

place the 2 spare sticks on the
outer edges in the opposite
direction so they lie along the
outer knot lines.

to secure these sticks in each
corner.

decorate it with any of your
natural treasure like leaves and
feathers for a mast.

Visit Tea Dance For Little People Youtube channel for TROLL stories, songs and dancing
Follow #Mix&MatchMondays for weekly challenges

